NEW OFFERS

SEVEN EXAGGERATIONS AND
“HALF-LIES” BY SONIA LEBEL
Here are a few corrected extracts of Treasury Board president,
Sonia LeBel, press conference, on March 31.

1. One billion more, really?

2. What gratitude?

Québec offers one billion more to State employees,
TVA nouvelles (in French).

“Considering the increased effort that has been asked of
the different sectors in the last year, this lump sum is for
us a gesture of gratitude for our employees.”

CSQ: multiple conscious confusions
Concretely, the improved offer is the following:
Announcements

Recurrent amounts

• $34 million for sectoral
negotiations

$34M

• $380 million (temporary) for the
new lump sum amount

0

• $380 million (theoretically) for a 1%
increase, if inﬂation explodes

?

Clariﬁcation: the lump sum amounts are only paid once, for
one year, and the 1% increase isn’t guaranteed at all. It’s
therefore a total of $800 million, of which only a tiny portion
allows for durable improvements. Only $34 million for 550,000
people is recurrent! Those true improvements only amount to
$65 per person for three years.

CSQ: a contemptuous gesture
The lump sum amount represents 33 cents an hour and
has an expiration date. In the private sector, many
employers paid $2/hour premiums in recognition of the
essential contribution of their employees.
We expressed multiple times that we didn’t appreciate
the lump sums. If the government wants to express its
“gratitude,” why give us more of what we don’t want?
The government applies a temporary band-aid that won’t
solve the attraction and retention problems in our
networks. Let’s remember that we are paid 9.2% less
than employees of other sectors.

3. The proportion of remuneration
in spending
“The global remuneration of State’s employees alone
adds up to about $40 billion, which is about 60% of the
government’s program spending.”

CSQ: gross exaggeration
The remuneration of public services and ministries’
employees only represents 41% of program spending.
Sonia LeBel brazenly inﬂates this percentage by including
the doctors and executives’ remuneration. Yet, even when
integrating those groups, the documents of the Treasury
Board show a proportion of 55.6% of program spending
(Treasury Board, 2021, Stratégie de gestion des dépenses,
p. 108).

4. Sectoral envelopes
“I highlight that, for the ﬁrst time in our negotiations, the
government gave to each of the sectoral tables and this, it’s
unusual, speciﬁc amounts [...] to resolve the working conditions. This is major and without precedent.”

CSQ: true... and false!
True: the granting of budgetary envelopes to directly
negotiate at the sectoral tables is a new way of doing
things. This follows the demand of the CSQ to get 3% of
the total payroll to improve the sectoral working
conditions.
False: we won’t be able to “resolve the working
conditions,” and it’s not “major.” The government only
grants 0.36% for our sectoral negotiations. It’s almost
10 times less than what is necessary.

5. The CAQ’s promises
The promises include “[...] many proposals in education
for the primary and secondary level teachers, including a
substantial salary increase for those in the beginning of
their career, thus fulﬁlling our party’s commitment in the
last electoral campaign.”

CSQ: lie
In its electoral program, the CAQ committed to eliminate the
ﬁrst six salary levels of the teachers. (See this article in
L’Actualité, in French.)
No offer to that effect has been made at the table.

6. The deﬁcit
“Because of the current pandemic, Québec is facing
unprecedented economic deﬁcits, which have important
impacts on our ﬁnancial capacity. The deﬁcit is evaluated
at $15 billion in 2021-2022”

CSQ: needs nuance...
As the previous point highlights, we need to beware of the
highly negative portrait of public ﬁnances used by the
government to limit negotiations. No question that there is
an important deﬁcit in 2020-2021. But the real deﬁcit is
only of $10.7 billion.
The $15 billion presented in the media contains $1.3 billion
in provisions for economic risks and $3 billion for
contributions to the Generations Fund.

7. A feminist proposal?
“Moreover, I highlight that the job groups we prioritized in
the current negotiations are mostly female job groups. We
want to substantially improve their working conditions.”

CSQ: conscious myopia
It’s true: teachers, orderlies, nurses and social workers are
mostly women. But public services include at least 230 other
predominantly female job groups. We only need to think of
childcare educators, special education technicians,
secretaries and administrative technicians, food service
workers or attendants for handicapped students.1
A partially feminist proposal? Sonia LeBel leaves by the
wayside many female workers of the public services.

1

Respectively, these job groups include 20,000, 11,000, 15,000, 7,000 and 4,000 people.
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